
GCH3 Run# 2271 04/10/21 

Hash Trash 

Hare: Phantom 

Venue: 23 Argyle Crescent, Bundall  

A good turnout for the Queen’s Birthday public holiday run at the early start time of 5pm. 

Kwakka and Hard On handled the sign on and Phantom’s brother Graham made an 

appearance. However, the early start would result in several hashers arriving late and 

missing the start of the run including Cumsmoke, Magician, Blue Card, Banana Bender 

and Hal Al. Nasty was back and alerted me to several hashers parking their vehicles up on 

the grass verges. 

At 5pm GM Commander Head called the pack to order and called in the hare. Phantom 

proceeded to give the run/walk instructions announced the walk was about 3.5 km and the 

run a bit more than 5.5 km. There was a piss stop at the halfway point of the walk. The 

runners and walkers headed out on to Argyle Court, into Lothian Ave, then Campbell Street 

to Ashmore Road.   At Ashmore Road the walkers went left and the runners continued on to 

Racecourse Drive. Nasty had given me instructions to take the walkers left at the traffic 

lights on Ashmore Road however some over enthusiastic hashers headed straight across 

the road and had to be called back. The walkers continued along Ashmore Road turning into 

Showcase Court and past the Bambino Restaurant, venue for the AGPU in 2014. At the car 

park near the Benowa Tavern, Hard On was waiting with a table with paper cups of beer 

and De Bortoli port. Magician and Blue Card finally made an appearance at the drink stop 

coming in on the home trail. From the drink stop the walkers headed off home and I 

measured the walk at 3.83km. Meanwhile the runners had headed into Racecourse Drive 

pass the racecourse then across the bridge before turning left along the Nerang River. From 

there, it was through Scenic Park to Benowa Road back to the drink stop and on home. 

Fanny Charmer measured the run at 7.47km. 

Back at the venue, there were chips for an after run snack and Carlton Mid birthday beers 

supplied by Badger. A selection of finger foods followed including party pies and sausage 

rolls, chicken wings, sausages in gravy culminating with cut up Subway rolls (a first for the 

Hash?). A selection of small tarts comprised the dessert.  

The GM issued the call to form a circle around the pool.   

Ice Man gave the run report noting there were 6 hashers on the run. 7.5/10. 

Nasty gave the walk report, accusing the On Sec of misleading the pack. He noted the 

presence of a Phantom lookalike at the drink stop, the one and only Guru Graham. 7/10.  

KB gave the nosh report. He was impressed with the chicken wings which were scorching 

hot and noted that there were sufficient Subway rolls to feed the masses. Initially the nosh 

was rated at a lowly 3.8/10, rising to 4.2 /10 before settling on 7.4/10. 

Returning runners Banana Bender and Nasty were called to the circle.    

The GM handed the circle over to RA Shat who proceeded to undertake a mass baptism of 

the assembled hashers with a can of Carlton Mid. 

The RA then described the story of how recently in Victoria, a female police officer arrested 
Patrick Lawrence a 22yo male, who was caught fornicating with a pumpkin in the middle of 
the night. 



The next day, at the Horsham Court, Lawrence was charged with lewd and lascivious 
behaviour, public indecency and public intoxication.  

Lawrence explained that as he was passing a pumpkin patch on his way home from a 
drinking session, he decided to stop. “You know how a pumpkin can be soft and squishy 
inside… Well, there was no one around for miles – or at least I thought there wasn’t anyone 
around…” he stated. 

Lawrence went on to say that he pulled over to the side of the road, picked out a pumpkin 
that he felt was appropriate to his purpose, cut a hole in it and proceeded to satisfy his 
pressing need. “I suppose I was really into it; you know?” he commented with evident 
embarrassment. 

In the process of doing the deed, Lawrence failed to notice an approaching police car and 
was unaware of his audience, until Senior Constable Brenda Taylor approached him. 

‘It was an unusual situation, that’s for sure,’ said Senior Constable Taylor. ‘I walked up to 
Lawrence - and he’s just banging away at this pumpkin…’  

Senior Constable Taylor went on to describe what happened when she approached 
Lawrence … “I said ‘Excuse me sir, why are you having sex with a pumpkin?’” 

“Lawrence froze and was clearly very surprised that I was there. But then he looked me 
straight in the eye and said, ‘A pumpkin? Christ! Is it midnight already?’”  

SPV then described the perils of public transport particularly in relation to Miscarriage and 

Hard On. 

SPV and Miscarriage were in Shanghai when they needed to buy some train tickets. 

Miscarriage decided you didn’t need to buy tickets from the station, you could get them from 

the local touts instead. Unfortunately, this resulted in them being in different carriages on the 

train. 

Hard On also has form having woken up in Helensvale after missing his stop on the Light 

Rail.   

SPV then proceeded to describe Miscarriage’s last encounter with the public transport 

system. Apparently, he had set off for lunch at 2pm and decided at 11pm it was time to go 

home on the train. After falling asleep and being woken up by security staff, he ended up at 

Kingston and finally made it back home with an Uber bill of $85. 

Magician was called in for sabotaging a walk that Rug had co-ordinated. Fanny Charmer 

produced photographic evidence to show that Magician had walked past a sign which 

caused Rug to have to repeat part of the trail and complete a total of 27km. Magician 

thought he knew better and was helping out his mate Clive from Piccolos. 

Down downs for Hard On, Miscarriage and Magician.  

Badger was called in to celebrate his birthday along with Rug. Rug proceeded to sing a 

compendium of Pommy related hash songs. 

Bent Banana then charged Miscarriage for not waiting for his mates on the run (shades of 

Flasher). A plate of ice was then produced for Miscarriage to sit on. 

Prick of the Week 

Current Prick of the Week Magician was called in. Magician, who had finally remembered 

to bring the prick, then related a tale of the O’Reilly’s to Binna Burra runs. These runs had 

developed a bit of a reputation and hashers had been accused to jostling the public on the 



trail. Evidently on one run, three buses were organised by Sir Slab and on arrival everyone 

on the first two buses had bailed out and gone on to the trail. Sir Slab’s bus pulls up last and 

whilst everyone was bailing out, a call was made for a certain ‘Bruce Gibson’ to explain what 

was going on. 

Banana Bender, Rug and Cumsmoke were called in.  Magician had an award to present, 

a bottle labelled ‘No Ugly Gut’.  

From the website: 

“Here at No Ugly, we believe natural is gorgeous, but if your gut’s natural behaviour includes 

bloating, farting, bad breath and diarrhoea, you need help. Let’s start with 500 million 

probiotic CFUs. That’s what you get in every serve of No Ugly Gut. Plus polyphenols and 

chicory root and lots of other good stuff. Say goodbye to ugly gut and hellooooo to 

gorgeous.” 

Rug was adjudged the deserved winner. 

Finally, Magician called out Fuller Shit, his crime, having no interest in the circle. 

And the winner is Fuller Shit. 

Miscarriage had a late charge from the circle. Having worked up a sweat from the run, he 

dived into the pool only to find it full of debris and what looked like a piece of a stormwater 

pipe. He advised Phantom to clean the pool before any future runs to safeguard his health. 

On Sec Report and Cumming Events  

Slab advised the joint run with Brisbane Men’s Hash is 29th November at the Norfolk Tavern, 

Ormeau. 

Gympie H3 40 years of Hashing - 8th to 10th October 2021. Slug, Sir Slab, Sir Ferrett and 

Banana Bender will be attending. 

SEQ Hash Christmas Bash – 3rd to 4th December 2021. Canungra Showgrounds. RSVP by 

12th Nov. 

All the details can be found on ‘What’s Happening’ on the GCH3 website.  

Hash Jokes 

Iceman 

Seems a prospective actor was applying to a talent agency. They weren’t keen on his name 

‘Penis Van Lesbian’ and advised him to change it. He was unhappy to do so as the family 

name went back to the 13th century. Some years later he got intact with the agency and 

advised he had changed his name many years and had enjoyed a lovely career. His new 

name ‘Dick Van Dyke’.  

The GM called on Phantom to close the circle. 

Next’s Week Run 

Run: 2272 

Hare: Rug 

Venue: Nolan Park, Coombabah 



 

 

Never let the truth interfere with a good story. 

On On, 

Slug 


